
Every BITE has a story



NOT all of them

are good…
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A complex problem



The good story…



YOU have the power



Information is powerful!



A risk-based approach can enable YOU

to focus the most effort where there is the most need.



Know your supply chain

Assess the risks

Treat the risks



78
Country risk assessments

for

timber, palm oil,

beef, and soy
covering supply chains

from all over the world

125+
Guidance and tools

to help

companies

evaluate and manage

the risks
in their supply chain



Everything you need for due diligence in one place

SELECT
commodity

1

ACCESS
an overview map of

sourcing risks
+

SELECT
country for details

2

VIEW
country detailed risk data
(e.g. risks related to each

type of forest
production…)

3

EXPLORE
a suite of country
guidance and due
diligence tools to
mitigate the risks

4



www.nepcon.org/sourcinghub



NEPCon Sourcing Hub is funded by UK Aid from the UK government , the LIFE programme of the European Union and DANIDA, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark.
Donors are not responsible for any claims or views presented in this material. The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not
constitute endorsement of the contents which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of
the information contained therein. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect the UK government’s or DANIDA’s official policies.

Thank you
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